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NEVER

by Ronnie Fieseler
Did you ever go into a cave entrance and discover that it
only went 25 or 30 feet? Maybe it was a pit and only went
down 15 or 20 feet? Not much to get excited about, right?
However, according to the standards that the Texas Speleological Survey has set up, a cavity in the earth qualifies
as a cave if it is 25 feet long or 15 feet deep and with the
entrance width smaller than the length or depth.
So that
crawlway or crevice you just left in disgust was actually
a cave!
This brings us to the point of this article. Namely;
the little, small, tiny, and quickly forgotten caves. The
fact that they are quickly forgotten is a tragic blow to
Texas speleology. These caves (and remember, they are caves)
need to be included in the files of the TSS.
It is sad to
realize that countless numbers of them are never reported.
With the expenditure of 10-15 minutes you can correct this
oversight. While sitting at the entrance it is a matter of
1-2 minutes to shoot an azimuth and, if necessary, a vertical
angle to get the trend of the passage. Use a hand-held
compass (Brunton, Suunto, or even lensatic) and just
aim it at a point at the back of the cave. Then spend
4-6 minutes drawing a sketch of the cave. Now don't say you
can't sketch! Most of these caves are so simple that your
drawings will look like apples and carrots. Any grade school
kid can draw these. A handy tool that I have used is a 12'
retractable pocket rule. With this item you ca~ sit in the
middle of the cave and accurately measure the dimensions needed
for the sketch.
The next step is to locate the cave by some method. The
best and easiest is to accurately mark it on a topo map.
Lacking this, a caver can spend 3-5 minutes and draw a
sketch map of the area showing creeks, hills, buildings,
roads, etc. This will aid in locating it on a TSS topo
map. Always include the name of the owner.
Now that you have all this taken care of, go home,
draft up the map, and write a description of the cave. Can't
draft huh? O.K. Write up a description anyway. Then
send the map (or sketch and survey data), the description,
and the location map to:
TSS
A. Richard Smith
1116 Grunwald Hts.
Rosenberg, Texas, 77471
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If you want to keep the originals for some reason, just send
xerox copies. If your cave was previously unknown, then you
have increased the number of Texas caves by one cr two, or
however many you reported. Perhaps the cave was already known, but
at any rate, you have increased the amount of information
pertaining to it and most likely added a map to its files.
Recently, several of us gathered in Junction, Texas to go
cavi~g.
We went to the ranch we had planned on visiting and
decided to cave for a few hours and then go San Angelo for a
party Saturday night. We drove to an area of sinks and small
caves.
Some of the caves were known but not mapped. Going
from cave to cave we explored and I mapped.
In less than
three h ours we had visited and mapped the caves shown here
and also tried to dig into some others.
As can be seen, they are all small. I easily mapped them
by myself while the others explored and dug. This would have
been excellent experience for some beginning cave ' surveyor to
gain som practical prattice.
So if you are interested in
mapping, try some simple caves and progress into larger and
more complex caves. You 1 ll be surprised how easy it is and
get a satisfying feeling of having done somethin worthwhile.
A you self-righteous experienced mappers - - don 1 t give me
that s upercilious sneer! You should be able to map 10-20
of these in one day. That•s 250-500 feet of passage total.
I remember lots of trips where we surveyed a lot less!
So let•s all try to remember the value of the little caves
and spend a few minutes at them to do the few things necessary
to insure its place in the TSS. You might even be inspired
~nough to write an article for the Texas Caver . . . Like I did.
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